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Re-deployed from the Sand to the Fire Soberanes fire out near Big Sur
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Battalion Chief Steve Kean has joined
Captain Joe Bourque, Engineer Schaaf,
Engineer Stang, and Firefighter Hamilton as
they have been redeployed from the Sand
Fire to the Soberanes Fire out near Big Sur.
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July 31: Murrieta Fire Department’s OES Type III Brush Unit, 8634, was
released from the Sand Fire in Los Angeles County last week and
redirected to the Soberanes Fire in Monterey County. Murrieta Battalion
Chief Steve Kean has also responded to the fire as Strike Team leader.
The Soberanes Fire has burned approximately 38,007 acres and is 15%
contained. An estimated 2,000 structures are threatened, 57 homes and
10 outbuildings have been destroyed, and 1 fatality has been reported.
CAL FIRE and the United States Forest Service, Los Padres National
Forest remains in unified command.

RIP Brother

Murrieta Fire routinely responds with fire personnel and units as part of
the state of California mutual-aid program in order to assist local and
State agencies in mitigating large fires and other in-state disasters.
Currently, Murrieta is among 5,343 personnel assigned to the
Soberanes fire.

In the QUEUE
 National Night Out: Aug 2
 Clinton Keith Blast: Aug 3
 CAD Visit Yolo Co: Aug 4
 NAACP Forum: Aug 4
 FRI San Antonio – Fire Chief
Teaching: Aug 18
 Riverside Co Chiefs: Aug 18
 HP Open Enroll: Aug 24
 Council Goals: Aug 26

There's no shortage of challenges for the
fire and emergency service today. In fact,
many officers find the task of keeping up
with today's issues daunting and not for
the faint-of-heart. It's so easy to get
caught in the minutia of working toward
solutions to a steady stream of problems
that we often work to cure the symptom
rather than fighting the illnesses.
Those larger ills can be described as
wicked problems, a term used to

describe a problem that's difficult or
impossible to solve because of
incomplete, contradictory or changing
requirements. The term wicked isn't
used to denote evil, but rather its
resistance to finding a solution.
Solving one aspect of a wicked
problem may reveal or create other
problems.
Wicked problems are characterized by
the following:
•The solution depends on how the
problem is defined and vice versa (i.e.,
the problem definition depends on the
solution).
More HERE
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TRAINING – Captain Sean DeGrave
Pacheco Incident – Green Sheet
On July 12, 2016, a CAL FIRE Type 3 Model 34 engine
(E1) attempted to start a mobile attack toward the
head of a vegetation fire. Firefighters deployed two
lines, but before they could anchor and start the
mobile attack, the main fire and several spot fires
converged on the fire engine. One firefighter took
refuge in the engine, and the other firefighter ran
into the “green.” The engine sustained damage from
the fire. Neither firefighter was injured.
These near misses continue to happen at an
alarming rate. Please be vigilant in your continued
preparation for this fire season. Captains, read and
discuss the linked Green Sheet with your crews. Our
department values include active professional
development; we rely upon our member’s
willingness and ability to pass on their years of
experience and knowledge.

Ambulance Patient Offload Delays by Month
Offload Delay Time and Occurrences by hospital – April – June 2016

EMS Coordinator - Jennifer Antonucci

The smaller and incompletely developed organ
systems found in infants and children, necessary
to facilitate birth, can create diseases and
medical conditions not found in adults, affect the
child's physiologic ability to respond to illness or
injury, and influence pediatric therapeutic
modalities. This can perplex medical caregivers
not specialized in pediatrics and lead to missed
diagnoses, inadequate medical treatment or
marginalization of care. Rather than develop
parallel systems for children and adults,
appreciation of these anatomic and physiologic
changes can help translate what is familiar-adult
medical conditions, diagnostics and therapies-to
the treatment of children.

Because young children are unable to verbalize specific complaints,
information depends on the ability of the medic to interview parents or
guardians and interpret the physical examination. Many of the early
signs of illness or injury have the common response of elevated
sympathetic tone: increased heart rate, elevated blood pressure and
peripheral vasoconstriction, along with fear and anxiety. - MORE
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Equipment & Facilities – BC Steve Kean






Station-1: Training room; obtaining additional bids on carpet
Station-2: Bids being sought for fence completion near courtyard
Station-3: No activity
Station-4: No activity
Station-5: No activity

SAFETY/HEALTH – Captain Eric Ackerman
Good sleep is a key component leading to our overall wellbeing; however, this occupation is rarely accommodating when it comes to
getting a full nights rest. In the attached article, Linda Willing shares how sleep deprivation can lead to real problems, including poor
decision-making, physical ability, and communication. Ms. Willing identifies a number of possible steps that departments can take to
address this issue.
Research found that 37-percent of firefighters have some form of sleep disorder and that firefighters with a sleep disorder are twice as
likely to be involved in motor vehicle crashes and have heart disease or diabetes. Research also found that these individuals were more
than three times as likely to suffer from depression and anxiety. As one might expect, having trouble sleeping is not an isolated problem;
emergency vehicle accidents not only injure firefighters and civilians, but they also impede emergency response. Heart attacks are the
leading cause of death for firefighters and firefighter suicide is on the rise.
The article makes recommendations to both firefighters and departments to help address the issue. Some of the suggestions include:
•

Fire departments must recognize that adequate sleep is a wellness and performance issue, equal to other
priorities, such as strength, fitness, diet, and agility.

•

An assessment should be conducted relating to the current state of sleep fitness among responders.

•

Appropriate naps should be allowed while on duty (research shows that brief naps of 30 minutes or less can
make a positive difference in cognition and reflexes for someone who is exhausted).

•

Departments should look ahead to new technology to help manage sleep and performance.

PREVENTION – Fire Marshal Jason Briley
Prevention has finalized a new Blasting Guideline – a copy will be
sent through email - please take time to become familiar. - Jason

Public Notice - BLASTING ADVISORY
Murrieta Fire Department wants residents and
visitors to be aware of blasting operations taking
place next Wednesday, August 3, just outside of the
City limits in association with the Clinton Keith Road
extension. There will be a single blast performed on
this day between 3:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., with prior
audio notifications consisting of a five minute and
one minute horn sounding on site.
Unfortunately, after extensive studies and planning,
the Los Alamos Road will have a temporary road
closure in the County portion of the road while the
August 3, blast is taking place. - MORE
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Corelli, Ballard, Howley, Brann, and Eyman
training at Pacific Landing

MFD activity at Soberanes Fire

“Buck” has just
joined PD’s family

July 30: 36 Explorers graduate: Big thank you to Engineers Macalinao and Roach and FF/PM Anderson
for sharing their time, dedication, and expertise during the academy. Captain Curran was also honored
for having been a central figure in reviving the program a number of years ago.

Chief Lantzer pushing his
weight around during cross-fit
New Start: Goose Fire
South of Prather

ENG3, ENG4, and BAT 6307
responded to assist with a two
vehicle traffic collision - SB
215 freeway. Upon arrival, we
found one vehicle rolled over
with one passenger sustaining
moderate injuries. The other
vehicle contained a solo driver
who sustained minor injuries.
The driver in the rollover
vehicle required extrication. All
patients were transported to
local area hospitals for further
medical evaluation. The dog,
“Lily Bear” was transported to
fire headquarters until a
relative of the driver could pick
her up.

In an effort to show support
and respect for our brothers
and sisters in law
enforcement, the MFD will
soon be issued shirts
honoring the courage and
dedication that our local

officers demonstrate to
the community every day.

Dr. Steele of I-Care UC
deserves very special
recognition for covering
the cost of the shirts!
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FIRE FLEET – Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor
 T1

in service

 E21 in service Station #4

 T2

OOS – engine overhaul

 B 2 OOS – air conditioner July 25-28

 E2

in service

 B3

in service

 E3

OOS – Air conditioner/misc

 B5

OOS – PM/transfer value Aug 8

 E4

in service

 OES in service – Sand Fire

 E5

in service

 R5

July 31, at 9:38 pm, Engine 2 responded to a male
gunshot wound to the right chest. Patient care
included dressing to chest wounds, IV fluids, and
administration of TXA (Tranexamic Acid). TXA is
the medication currently being used as a trial study
in Riverside County for blunt or penetrating trauma
with excessive bleeding. This is the first time MFD
has had the opportunity to use TXA on a patient.
The crew of Rob Godinho, Vincent Cicconi, and Eric
Ballard did an excellent job at assessment and
treatment of this patient. Follow up from the hospital
is that the patient did well during surgery and is
expected to make a full recovery! -J. Antonucci

by

in service

July 30: Engines 2, 3, 4, 5,
TR1, and BC to Lincoln/Los
Alamos: All units responded
to a report of a possible
structure fire. Engine 2 was
the first to arrive on scene
and reported a vegetation
fire in the greenbelt area
with no threat to structures.
The fire was contained to a
50x50 spot.
-BC Perez

THE NUMBERS – Dawn Morrison

OPERATIONS
63 EMS
05 Fires
08 Motor Vehicle Accidents
01 Hazardous-No Fire
22 Public Assistance
11 Beeping Smoke Detectors
11 Police Assist
24 Cancelled Calls
05 False Alarms
14 Miscellaneous
164 Total Calls

EMS CALLS ONLY
Call Processing Time (Secs): 37
Turnout Time (Mins): 1:13
Travel Time (Mins): 3:53
Total Time to Arrival (Mins): 5:43

FIRE CALLS ONLY
Call Processing Time (Secs) :49
Turnout Time (Mins): 1:18
Travel Time (Mins): 3:56
Total Time to Arrival (Mins) 6:03

